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Lean Publishing is the act of
self-publishing an in-progress 

ebook.



Past, Present, Future



The Past



ORIGINS OF
LEAN PUBLISHING



Storytelling



EARLY PHILOSOPHICAL AND 
RELIGIOUS TEXTS



Tao Te Ching



Analects



Torah



SERIAL FICTION



SERIAL 
FICTION

VS.
SERIAL
KILLER

Fictional Origin of Serial Ficiton:
1001 Nights - King Shahriyar (serial killer) and 

Scheherazade (serial fiction storyteller)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_One_Thousand_and_One_Nights_characters
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_One_Thousand_and_One_Nights_characters
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scheherazade
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scheherazade


“The main frame story concerns a Persian king and his new bride. 
He is shocked to discover that his brother's wife is unfaithful; 

discovering his own wife's infidelity has been even more flagrant, he 
has her executed: but in his bitterness and grief decides that all 

women are the same. The king, Shahryar, begins to marry a 
succession of virgins only to execute each one the next morning, 
before she has a chance to dishonour him. Eventually the vizier, 
whose duty it is to provide them, cannot find any more virgins. 

Scheherazade, the vizier's daughter, offers herself as the next bride 
and her father reluctantly agrees. On the night of their marriage, 

Scheherazade begins to tell the king a tale, but does not end it. The 
king is thus forced to postpone her execution in order to hear the 

conclusion. The next night, as soon as she finishes the tale, she 
begins (and only begins) a new one, and the king, eager to hear the 
conclusion, postpones her execution once again. So it goes on for 

1,001 nights.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Thousand_and_One_Nights

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame_story
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame_story
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vizier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vizier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Thousand_and_One_Nights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Thousand_and_One_Nights


(makes presenting at conferences less stressful by comparison)



GREAT, IMPORTANT AND 
POPULAR LITERATURE

PUBLISHED AS
SERIAL FICTION



The Brothers 
Karamazov

Fyodor Dostoyevsky



Published as a serial in The Russian Messenger.



Anna Karenina

Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy



Published as a serial in The Russian Messenger.



War and Peace



You guessed it, The Russian Messenger.

Well, sort of.  An earlier version of parts of it were published as a serial 
in The Russian Messenger as The Year 1805. It’s a big book.



Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin

Harriet Beecher Stowe



Published as a 40 week serial in National Era (no, not The 
Russian Messenger), starting June 1851.



She was approached by a 
publisher to make it a 

book.



She didn’t think people would read it as a book.



300,000 copies of Uncle Tom's Cabin were sold.



In the first year.



Within a few years, millions of copies were
sold and pirated, in US and Britain.

Bestselling novel of the 1800s.

#2 best selling book in the US in the 1800s,
second only to the Bible.

A prominent abolitionist event;
one of many contributing factors

leading to the US civil war.



Sherlock 
Holmes

short stories in 
The Strand

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle



Readers lined up for new stories in new issues of
The Strand the way people today line up for new iPhones.



The Pickwick 
Papers,

Oliver Twist

Charles Dickens



You guessed it, published in serial.



The Present



FAN FICTION



Fifty Shades of 
Grey

Fifty Shades 
Darker

Fifty Shades 
Freed 

E. L. James



The Fifty Shades trilogy 
originated as a work of 

Twilight fan fiction 
Master of the Universe

which had huge 
following...



It was published in-progress with feedback from readers.





FIFTY MILLION DOLLAR 
QUESTION:

IS BEING DERIVATIVE 
TRANSITIVE?



IF YOU CREATE A DERIVATIVE WORK
OF FAN FICTION, 

THEN PLAGIARIZE YOURSELF
[BUT ONLY THE NON-DERIVATIVE PARTS]

TO CREATE A NEW WORK,
IS THE NEW WORK

STILL A DERIVATVE WORK
OF THE ORIGINAL WORK?







EROTICA



Literotica.com publishes 
erotic stories and 

novels, which often 
evolve in-progress with 
feedback from readers.

This talk is
PG-rated ;)



Just in case you couldn’t 
read the numbers on 
the previous slide...



The Future



LEAN PUBLISHING



Lean Publishing is the act of
self-publishing

an in-progress ebook...



...iterating in public,
with feedback from your readers, 

to complete a first draft,
before optionally using the 

traditional publishing workflow.



A book is a startup.



4 parallels:



1. Risky

(market risks, technical risks, low probability of success)



2. Highly Creative Process

(undertaken by 1 person or a few people
working closely together)



3. Stealth Mode

(historically books and startups have
been undertaken in isolation)



4. VCs and Publishers

(historically books and startups have been funded by VCs 
and publishers which are hit-driven businesses)



Consequence:

It’s very easy to create
something nobody wants



“Customer 
Development”

Steve Blank



The Four Steps 
to the Epiphany



Self-published (yay!)...

...on paper only (boo!)



“Lean Startup”
“Pivot”

Eric Ries



The Lean 
Startup



New York Times bestselling business book,
which evolved from Eric’s

Startup Lessons Learned blog...



...which had 
already been 

published as an 
ebook called 

Startup Lessons 
Learned



Who published that book?



http://leanpub.com/startuplessonslearned

http://leanpub.com/startuplessonslearned
http://leanpub.com/startuplessonslearned




Open Source 
Software

Linus Torvalds



“Release Early, 
Release Often”

The Cathedral 
and the Bazaar

Eric S. Raymond



Publish Early,
Publish Often and

Listen to Your Readers



This is especially applicable
to technical books















What does Lean Publishing
mean for publishers?

(talent discovery, focus on end, BATNA)



Lean
Publishing



http://leanpub.com/lean

http://leanpub.com/manifesto
http://leanpub.com/manifesto


http://leanpub.com/manifesto

http://leanpub.com/manifesto
http://leanpub.com/manifesto


THANKS!

Peter Armstrong
@peterarmstrong
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